Glen of Imaal Enthusiasts and Fanciers Club 27/04/2019. Judge Colin Powell
P/D (0)
J/D (1) 1st George TEAMRACH ROCK STEADY BEAT. Wheaten dog with good bone and substance to him, strong
for a young age, good in head, eyes and ears, correct bite, strong neck and broad shoulders, rib well sprung, muscular
thighs move out well needed a bit more coat.
P/G/D. (2) 1st Hardy, AMHARD OFF THE CUFF, Strong Wheaten dog, Powerful in head, strong jaw with correct
bite, quality bone and substance, excelled on the move fore and aft, needs to shed some weight, nice profile to him.
2nd Hickman, ROMAINVILLE ROCK A FELLA, Not the bone and substance as the first but, over all a good balanced
dog in nice condition, moved well covering the ground with ease, would have liked a harsher texture to his coat.
3rd Samuel, JEONTY YIPPEE KIAYE, Blue/ Brindle, pleasing head shape with correct bite, a balanced dog for his
size, good in profile, but played up a little for his owner.
L/D. (2) 1st Tobijanski, ROMAINVILLE BECKS BLUE FOR ZIPPOR, Blue, A dog of good size make and shape,
clean out-lines to him, good muscle tone, in good condition move well around the ring
2nd Hardy, AMHARD MANHATTEN, Blue/Brindle, Proportioned head, dark eye and strong jaw, ample bone and
substance, not the movement and drive of the first placing.
O/D (4,2a) 1st Withers, PAJANTICK RAZAMATAZ, Blue, Keen and alert, sound in all departments, good in size,
make and shape, Head strong and powerful, dark eyes and correct ear carriage, jaw strong with good dentition, good
bone and covering, strong muscular quarters, moved out with drive, good in coat and texture. Best Dog & B.I.S.
2nd Alstead, CH GOLDEN SPURS, Brindle, A good all round well balanced dog with great coat condition, strong and
well bodied, good muscle tone, moved well proffered the drive of the first place. Res B/D.
V/D (1) 1st Garner, CH JOHNNY BE GOOD AT ROMAINVILLE, 13 year old Wheaten dog that sill enjoys the ring,
a worthy Champion back in the day, well balanced and of breed type, moved well for his age a pleaser to go over him.,
last of the docked ones. Best Veteran.
P/B (0)
J/B (0)
P/G/B. (2,1a) Martell, JEONTY LETTY BE MAGIC, Blue/Brindle. One of nice make and shape to her balanced all
over, ample bone and muscular thighs moved well forward and with drive in the rear, needs a bit harsher coat.
L/B (4,2a) 1st Rodgers, JEONTY MINNIE MEME, Wheaten. Nicely balanced, good outlines, typical head, correct
bite. Good out-lines and an easy mover, good muscle tone, needs a bit more coat.
2nd Baldock, ELLERTON DUSKY BEAUTY, A strong bitch with spirit, plenty of bone and substance, well ribbed
strong quarters, good coat not the mover of the first.
O/B (4) 1st George, ROMAINVILLE IZZY WIZZY, Blue. Typical of the breed, strong yet feminine, good pigmentation, dark eye, strong jaw with correct bite, muscular shoulders and well sprung ribs, good outline in profile and on the
move, hard, fit and in good coat, moved covering the ground with ease. B/B, R.B.I.S. & B.O.S.
2nd Sage, CH WICKHOLM BREAKING DAWN, Wheaten, A well put together bitch which is typical of the breed,
well balanced and moved well around the ring, just proffered the muscle tone and coat of the first, but on another day
results could easily be reversed. Res Bitch.
3rd Rogers, CH JEONTY JYN A NEW HOPE. Wheaten, Good in quality and type, strong feminine head, good jaw
and bite, nice shoulder placement, good in rib and quarters, but pounds over weight, moved well with drive, coat a bit
soft.
V/B (2) 1st Sage, JEONTY LOLA MAY AT WICKHOLM, Wheaten, a good all round bitch of type with a lot of virtues, still sound and a good mover for and aft, just carrying a little weight as we all do as we get on, but one of good
sort.
2nd Baldock, CH JEONTY MAYBE DAYSEE, Wheaten bitch, nearly 11 year old but still enjoys her days out, would
have been typical and of sound type back in the day.

